Public WOW

You can see the activity and movement happening in the physical library, but what you can’t see is what’s happening behind the scenes... until now. These real-time displays represent the traffic on the catalog, our website, and on Digital Case. There are also statistics representing our real-time circulation and door statistics. This helps to tell the complete story of Kelvin Smith Library and services it provides to the campus and to the world.

Search Terms

Minerva pediatrica
Managing the moderate size company
Managing the moderate size company
2204 total searches today
10:46:31 am

This display demonstrates real-time and recent search terms that are being submitted through the Catalog, Digital Case, and through Webchat:

- Upon screen reset, the terms are dropped and the total number of searches based on the day, week, and year are cycled through.
- The counter is incremented up when new search terms are found.

Note: No personally identifiable information is collected.